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Developing C# Apps for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch: iOS Apps Development for .NET DevelopersApress, 2011

	Developing C# Applications for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch shows you how to use your existing C# skills to write apps for the iPhone and iPad. Fortunately, there's MonoTouch, Novell's .NET library that allows C# developers to write C# code that executes in iOS. Furthermore, MonoTouch allows you to address all the unique...
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OS X and iOS Kernel ProgrammingApress, 2011


	Kernel development can be a daunting task and is very different from programming traditional user

	applications. The kernel environment is more volatile and complex. Extraordinary care must be taken to

	ensure that kernel code is free of bugs because any issue may have serious consequences to the stability,

	security, and performance...
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Traders at Work: How the World's Most Successful Traders Make Their Living in the MarketsApress, 2013

	Shortly after most novice traders discover how trading works and begin to realize that they have the potential to make unlimited amounts of money in the financial markets, they start dreaming the near-impossible dream. They fantasize about buying that condo in Boca Raton for their parents or surprising their son with a brand-new car on his...
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Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation ScriptsApress, 2014

	We are visual animals. But before we can see the world in its true splendor, our brains, just like our computers, have to sort and organize raw data, and then transform that data to produce new images of the world. Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation Scripts, Second Edition discusses turning many types of...
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Swift Game Programming for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2015

	Swift Game Programming for Absolute Beginners teaches Apple’s Swift language in the context of four, fun and colorful games. Learn the Swift 2.0 language, and learn to create game apps for iOS at the same time – a double win!


	The four games you’ll develop while reading this book are:

	...
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Beginning Ada Programming: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2019

	
		Discover the Ada programming language by being gently guided through the various parts of the language and its latest available stable release. The goal in this book is to slowly ease you into the different topics. It is understood that you do not always have ample free time, so the text is easy to digest and concepts are spoon fed...
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Debugging Strategies For .NET DevelopersApress, 2003
Debugging Strategies for .NET Developers is a highly readable  exploration of debugging with Microsoft .NET. While other debugging books focus  on obscure techniques for advanced users, this book contains dozens of  real-world examples drawn from the author’s career that convey the specific  techniques as well as the basic process...
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SCJD Exam with J2SE 5, Second Edition (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2005
The Sun Certified Developer for the Java 2 Platform assignment offers a unique opportunity
for Java developers to put their Java skills to practical use without requiring any specific development
or runtime environment. The assignment also provides a great learning environment
as many different APIs can be used, and many alternative...
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Hardening Windows, Second EditionApress, 2005
Hardening is the process of protecting a system against unknown threats.  System administrators harden against that which they think could be a threat. Administrators know the Internet is a hostile environment. Although they can't tell, for example, that a hacker will attempt to gain access to the SQL server next Tuesday, they can bet...
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Practical Rails Projects (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
If you are a web developer who has already realized the power of Ruby on Rails but wants to take your Rails knowledge further, this book will be invaluable to you. Practical Rails Projects assumes you know the basics of using the framework, concentrating instead on taking you through the creation of a multitude of practical real-world...
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Pro Windows Server AppFabric (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	This book will teach you all about Windows Server AppFabric (code-named “Dublin”),a set of extensions to Windows Server that allow it to function as a lightweight, application server. The combination of Windows Server and AppFabric provides an easy-to-manage platform for developing, deploying, and reliably hosting middle-tier...
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Advanced C and C++ CompilingApress, 2014

	Learning how to write C/C++ code is only the first step. To be a serious programmer, you need to understand the structure and purpose of the binary files produced by the compiler: object files, static libraries, shared libraries, and, of course, executables.

	

	Advanced C and C++ Compiling explains the build process in...
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